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MAJOR EUROPEAN PORCELAIN CRUCIFIX, PRE-COLUMBIAN FIGURE, AND
OTHER WORKS ADDED TO CMA COLLECTION

(Cleveland, OH) Cleveland Museum of Art director Robert P. Bergman has announced

thirteen other important acquisitions in addition to the monumental 1962 painting by Andy

Warhol, Marilyn x 100 (see attached news release). Elaborating on these accessions, Bergman

commented: “An extraordinary three-foot-high porcelain crucifix from 18th-century Vienna,

probably the finest figurative porcelain in our collection, stands out, as does a remarkable

ceramic female figure from the Nasca culture of ancient Peru—a very significant enhancement

of our Pre-Columbian collection, which has long been one of the finest in the U.S.” These and

other newly acquired works of art go on view early next week in the museum's recent

acquisitions gallery.

The Crucifix comes from the famous Du Paquier porcelain factory' established in

Vienna, Austria, in 1 7 1 6, and was made around 1730, possibly for a member of the Hungarian

Esterhazy family. The Vienna factory was then owned by a court official of Dutch extraction,

Claudius Innocentius Du Paquier. This is the only Du Paquier crucifix known today. The base

and the body of Christ are of porcelain, the cross is ebonized wood, and there are gilded metal

mounts on the cross. The base is decorated with gilded low reliefs, pierced diaperlike designs,

and strapwork ornaments enameled in violet.

Henry H. Hawley, whose curatorial career at CMA spans nearly forty years, says: “It is

very seldom that a piece of porcelain is offered for sale which is so obviously a masterpiece of

its kind. The corpus of Christ is executed with anatomical exactitude and precise detail that

would make it stand out in the production of any factory. The extraordinary quality of this

figure, in addition to the abundant use of gilded decoration, indicates that this Crucifix was

probably a special commission executed by the factory for a distinguished patron. In terms of

figure modeling, it is the single finest example of Du Paquier porcelain known today, and wilt

undoubtedly become a famous, much reproduced object for that reason.”
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Cleveland's pre-Columbian collection now has, according to associate curator Margaret Yoimg-

Sanchez, “the most beautiful depiction of the human form to have survived from ancient Peru,

unquestionably the finest known object of its kind and one of the very greatest sculptural works produced in

ancient South America; clearly the woman portrayed in this remarkable ceramic sculpture was a charismatic

and powerful member ofNasca society.” The figure is a nude female, 1 1-1/4 inches high, from the Nasca

culture, which inhabited the Nazca River Valley and the surrounding region on Peru's southern coast from

about 200 BC to AD 600. The hollow earthenware ceramic has carefully incised and painted details.

Poised with slightly tensed arms, this imposing woman gazes intently at the viewer. A dynamic forward

thrust ofher torso and head balances the backward tilt of her lower body. The curves ofher strong legs,

monumental buttocks, and jutting nose all convey energy and tension. The figure was exhibited at the

Guggenheim Museum in New York in 1968, and at New York's Museum of Primitive Art (now the core of

the Metropolitan's collections of African, Oceanic, and pre-Columbian art) in 1969, and was published in

Alan Lapiner's book Pre-Columbian Art ofSouth America in 1976. She joins a superb group ofNasca art

already in CMA's collection—including a trophy head vessel, a painted cloth depicting a sacrificial

ceremony, a mosaic shell, and gold masks.

Two major works join the drawings collection: A Wild Sow andHer Young Attacked by Dogs, by

the French master Jean-Baptiste Oudry (1686-1755), and a contemporary untitled work by British artist

Richard Long (b. 1945).

Oudry was one of the most prolific, versatile and successful artists of the entire 1 8th century. He

became best known for scenes of the hunt and related images—such as this violent confrontation between a

wild sow and hunting dogs—and he ranks among the greatest animal painters in western art. The work just

acquired relates to one of Oudry's best known and most successful Salon paintings, a large canvas first

owned by Louis XV and now in the Musee des Beaux-Arts in Caen. The drawing likely served as Oudry's

final preparatory study or as a presentation sheet to show how the final work would look. It joins a major

still life painting by Oudry in CMA's collection, A Hare and a Leg ofLamb from 1 742, and a small drawing

of a La Fontaine fable. The Fox and the Guinea Hens.

The Long drawing is a series of handprints made with River Avon mud on black paper. As Carter

Foster, assistant curator of drawings, says, “The power of Long's work stems from its simplicity. His aim is

to let the elemental force of the material speak for itself” Throughout his career. Long has directly engaged

with the earth and nature, often bringing his understanding of the natural world indoors to create abstract

sculpture and wall drawings from the mud, rock, and stones he gathers on epic walks (such as the museum's

major stone sculpture, Cornwall Circle, from 1991). In this newly acquired drawing, the artist's handprints

form a line that spirals in on itself at right angles.
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The museum continues to enhance its growing collection of early Korean ceramic wares with three

vessels ranging in date from the 2nd century BC to the 4th centuty AD. An earthenware vessel with horn-

shaped handles probably comes from the southwestern region of the Korean peninsula where related pieces

have been excavated from stone-lined chamber tombs. It is from the Proto-Three Kingdoms period, ca. 3rd

century BC through 2nd century AD. Vessels of this scale (some 15 inches in diameter) and refined red clay

fabric, from this period, are rare, especially in western collections. A 3rd- to 4th-century AD gray

stoneware vessel with a knobbed lid was made for funerary use by the Kaya, a group of allied tribes who

lived in the southern coastal area of Korea. Korea's Paekche Kingdom, famous throughout East Asia for its

cultural achievements and for introducing Buddhism to the Japanese, yields the third vessel, a 4th-century

jar with a tall sloping lid, with decoration impressed all over its surface by the paddles used to shape it.

Long-time Print Club of Cleveland member and friend of the museum, Mrs. John B. Dempsey, has

donated to the museum a work in oil on paper by Ellsworth Kelly, made available especially for CMA from

the artist's own collection. Studyfor Red, Green, Blue from 1964. Kelly, bom in 1923, is one of the most

important post-war American painters and arguably the foremost practioner of geometric abstraction.

The museum has also added these five prints and photographs:

a chiaroscuro woodcut by the influential Flemish master Frans Floris (1519/20-1570) ofDavid

Playing the Harp before Saul,

a rare lithograph by Edouard Vuillard ofLe Pliage du Linge (Folding the Laundry), printed in black

on brown paper, from 1 893, the very beginning of Vuillard's career as a lithographer;

a photograph of the capitol stairs in Rome from a group of calotype negatives created in the spring

of 1846 by the Welsh-bom British master of the calotype process, the Reverend Calvert Richard

Jones, Jr.;

an imposing half-length portrait of Cincinnati-bom Senator George Ellis Pugh of Ohio (1822- 1 876)

by the Whitehurst Studio in Washington, D.C.—a rare salt print from this studio;

and an early, possibly unique, print of a Snake in a Bucket (1929) by American modernist master

Imogen Cunningham—the museum's first vintage w'ork by her—found in her collection after her

death in 1976.

* * *

The Andy Warhol painting goes on view later this week in CMA's contemporary galleries. The

following newly acquired works will go on view early next week in the museum's recent acquisitions gallery:

the Crucifix, the Nasca Vwt/e Female Figure, the Korean ceramics, the Ellsworth Kelly, the Oudry, and the

Long. Most of these will be on view for about three months; the Kelly and the Long and Oudry drawings

will be replaced over these months with the photographs and prints.
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